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“BEYOND THE FRAME”

“What is written about a person or an event is frankly an interpretation,
as are handmade visual statements, like paintings and drawings.
Photographed images do not seem to be statements about the world so
much as pieces of it, miniatures of reality that anyone can make or acquire.”
(Susan Sonntag)
Reality is unstable and constantly changing through the course of cultural
development. Consequently, all “classic” paintings as well as iconic
photographs are to some extend out-dated in their ability to comment on the
contemporary truth. It is so that that “reality” is something that has to be
consequently documented and its “miniatures” updated to the most current
state of cultural events. The concept of re-staging historical images is
therefore an act of “updating” its consent to the “thoughts” of contemporary
culture. It is therefore not surprising to see a lot of people feeling to
participate in being part in such a process.

Most of the originals I have used for my photos, especially the propaganda
poster “We Can Do It!” has been re-staged many times and people have, just
like myself, tried to outline an aspect of the truth which has been left out by
the original picture.
Susan Sonntag’s outline of how pictures are “miniatures of reality’ instead of
interpretations of events, also suggests that they take one element of the
truth to begin with and are therefore based on something real. We therefore
have the presumption that images act as some sort of evidence of reality. In
my images this it reflected through the contemporary reference to our culture
and its current events.
The image “We Can Do It, Too!” for instance, provides commentary on the

cultural development in the Arabic world in the lasts year as well as general
changes within woman rights around the world. Additionally it takes count of
these developments by acknowledging the trend of skin-toned “undershirts”.
“Back home in Egypt it is becoming fashionable for some brave girls to wear
long, skin-tight shirts under normal dresses and tops, but it is not very much
appreciated by the traditionally minded people in the country. I believe it is
showing a movement towards “the modern Muslim woman” that fallows her
faith more freely and less restricted” (Binsariti, G., 2014)

Even on the catwalk, this look seems to have found a voice (see image
above).
Accordingly, all my images relate to contemporary contexts to our culture
and the nature of the original image.
John and Judy
The world famous image of John Lennon and Yoko Ono is ‘the’ depiction
that represents love, trust and partnership. It is not just the fact that in this
image the woman is dressed and the man is not, which is empowering the
woman but the devotion towards each other that shapes the image
atmospherically. It seems even more dramatic when considering that four
hours later on the 8th of December 1980 Lennon was shot by his stalker and
died (Nudd, 2013) The already powerful image is therefore imbued with an
additional layer that conveys tragedy and loss.
In contrast to the original, the image “John and Judy” is communicating the
calculative rationality of meaningless hook- ups and the cultural attitude
towards sex as a capitalistic tool. Casual sex, especially among college
students, has always been a cultural discourse, however it becomes also
increasingly normalised throughout all media platforms (Paul, E.; McManus,
b. and Hayes A., 2010, pp 76-78). In today’s culture sex is the basis of our
consumerist culture, creating the need for individuals to be a certain way in

order to be sexy and attractive (Lambiase, J. and Reichert, T., 2003. p 10). It
is about the consumption in general and the increasingly material attention.
The fact that the sex doll is dressed, and in that sense viewed as somewhat
human, adds to the increasingly idealising world of beauty.
The Life of Venus
Similarly the “The Life of Venus” explores cultural anxieties of aging and the
idealisation of age related beauty. The “Venus” is originally perceived as a
godly beautiful woman that embodies both femininity as well as fertility. Yet,
the Venus in the original Borticelli would not be seen as outstandingly special
considering that her body shape is that of a normal eating woman and her
female proportions are naturally moderate. If the Venus would have been
painted in our culture today with the same motivations, to portray beauty, the
Venus would likely be a slim, tanned, big-busted bikini model rather than an
average woman.

Lady Gaga’s second single “Venus” proves a perfect example of what a
contemporary “Birth of `Venus” would look like.
It becomes increasingly noticeable that beauty, as we consume it in the
media, is defined by youth and disciplined eating rather than the individual’s
features and body language.
It is so that I came to change my subject from a young beautiful and slim
student to a charismatic middle-aged woman, that in my eyes is very
beautiful.
Being set in a contemporary location, the Venus now has a chance to
redefine itself and represent “real-life” beauty that lasts beyond youth rather
than relying on it.
#PearlEarring
The image “#PearlEarring”, as the title already suggests, builds on an

understanding of the extensive consumption of technology within our
everyday life. Social media is more important than it ever has been and the
obsession to document and share everything in their everyday life is a
growing cultural trend (Nidhi Subbarama ,2013).
Looking at the original image of Vermer “the Girl with the Pearl Earring”
seems rather innocent yet intriguing, the whole scenario appears to be
relatively natural and spontaneous. Historically, it is speculated that the
painting of “The Girl with a Pearl Earring” was indeed not planned, in fact the
girl is one of Vermer's maids that he asks to dress in his wife’s clothes (Voss,
J. 2012, p 238). On the other hand, Facebook, Twitter or other socialnetworking “selfies” tend to be made to look spontaneous and natural where
they are in reality carefully constructed to suit the image of one's desired
personality. The image “#Pearl Earring” suggests that if set in today’s world
the “maid” would have dressed in her ladies clothes on her own account to
share an image on the internet (Nidhi Subbarama ,2013).
Park Street Kiss
The image, “Park Street Kiss” is based on the original “Times Square Kiss”
photograph which was taken during the celebrations of V-J Day in New York.
It shows a marine and a nurse giving in to a passionate kiss in the middle a
crowded Time Square. The most striking visual feature of this image is the
contrast between the two lovers; one dressed in black and one in white, as
well as the very distinctive pose.
What is also outstanding about the original image is the strong
representation of gender roles that clearly posits the woman as the
submissive and rather passive part of the duo while the man is shown as
active and domineering. Even the colours; the woman being dressed in
white, signifies purity and the mysterious man in black ties in with traditional
gender stereotypes.
When re-staging this image it therefore seemed irresistible to change the
colour and position that had been allocated to the particular genders.
Looking at the final image it is hard to oversee the “unnatural” appeal of its
composition. It is not only that the male is less adjustable to the pose
physically than the woman would be but also very “unfamiliar”.
Whilst producing this particular image one could observe the confused looks
people would give us, not quite sure what to make of the role-reversal and
unusually dramatic pose. Even to myself, who was familiar with the
background and motivation for this image, felt a bit out of place, almost like I
was doing something “wrong”.
Visually, it almost appears like the woman is forcing herself on the man,
appearing more desperate than dominant. Would one exchange the woman
with the man, like the original photograph, the common consensus may be

that the man is passionate and masculine rather than “desperate”. This
suggests how deep gender roles are woven within our “vision’ of culture and
understanding.
Der Blaue Guitarist
While it is one thing to completely re-interpretate and “refresh” iconic
images, one cannot deny the timeless qualities of iconic images that
transcend decades.
“The Old Guitarist” by Picasso is the only image out of my series that has not
been re-interpreted to a great extent over the years.
Whereas in Picasso’s work the Guitarist appears as a poor old man, playing
to express his troubles and earn some coins, “Der Blaue Guitarist” shows a
homeless man that is likely too drunk to play properly.
Apart from the fact that nowadays it is common for homeless people to store
all their belonging in their jacket sleeves (including several bottles of alcohol)
the basis remains the same. Sitting on the streets in the evening and playing
the guitar is still connotative of poverty.
Morally this image was most challenging because of the lack of consent of
my subject. Being in a very drunken state he agreed to participate to my
project as a subject. It felt a bit wrong taking pictures of someone who had
not soberly agreed to do so.
Each individual image in this series attempts to participate in the on-going
flow of media production and aims to reference not only the original image
but also the nature of the image itself.
“Any picture is a visible mark no matter how simple…is capable of
becoming a metapicture. Pictorial self-reference is, in other words, no
exclusively a formal, internal feature that distinguishes some pictures, but a
pragmatic, functional feature, a matter of use and context. Any picture that is
used to reflect on the nature of pictures is a metapicture” (Mitchell, W., 1994,
p 56)
Consequently one can assume to be looking for the nature of the image, its
purpose and place within our culture, both historically as well as contextually.
The metapicture in particular illustrates how image can not only reference to
themselves but also communicate it through what Mitchell refers to as
metalanguage. Which means that in fact we “read” certain images and are
able to take in all media as “image-texts” which essentially promotes
“ideology, a complex of desire and fear, power and interest” (Mitchell, W.,
1994, p 86).
According to Mitchell the reference to the nature of the image itself makes an
image a metapicture. In that sense it could be argued that re-interpretation
something that already exists as a powerful classic depiction is in fact a

metapicture. This adds to the concept of rather than being a fixed finished
image, classic picture are fluid in their development in that they will always
serve as inspiration for new interpretations. In doing so they comment on the
nature of “classic” images and how they work within their existence and the
maintenance of its existence. Essentially this is what makes these images
metapictures.
When I first set out to complete this project, the idea of metapictures served
as my biggest inspiration and I was fascinated by the concept of images that
are clever enough to communicate the reflection on other images.
To begin with I therefore eexplored the more visually simplified method of
Picture-in-Picture Photography to express a type of imagery that goes
“beyond the frame”. Later, this idea developed into an increasingly intangible
representation of “beyond the frame” photography in the sense that the
outside of the frame would be what is evoked within the brain when looking
at an image. The reference to an iconic or well- known image therefore
played the basis for my images.
“The image-text” is neither a method or guarantee of historical discovery; it is
more like an aperture or cleavage in representation, a place where history
might slip through the cracks” (WJT Mitchell)
It does however suggest that the “image-text” from the interpretation adds to
and modifies the meaning of the original. Everything that happens after an
image has been taken is still relevant to its meaning and how the image is
“read”. The image of John Lennon and Yoko Ono was taken without the
knowledge what would still happen later that day. With John’s death the
meaning and significance of this image is further strengthened.
“It's actually an excellent example of how circumstances change a picture.
Suddenly, that photograph has a story. You're looking at it and thinking it's
their last kiss, or they're saying goodbye. You can make up all sorts of things
about it. I think it's amazing when there's a lot of levels to a photograph."
(Annie Lebovitz in Nudds, 2013)
Similarly each interpretation participates towards the “image-text” of the
original and what it means culturally.
“Photographs, which fiddle with the scale of the world, themselves get
reduced, blown up, cropped, retouched, doctored, tricked out.” (Susan
Sonnatg)
Each image, in its in own way, makes use of the existing visual aesthetic of
the original image.
So the “Venus” wears a yellow bathing suit to replace the blonde-ish hair that
covers the Venus’s body in Borticelli’s painting. Similarly the name “Der
Blaue Guitarist” is a textual reference to both the colour “blue” which
represents Picasso’s “blue period” as well as the German meaning of “blue”

which is “drunk out of your mind”.
Planning these images really outlined the construction of historical images
and what makes them so special.
The fact that my series of images is less likely to have been produced in a
similarly spontaneous context like their originals’ is part of the reproduction
process.
Each individual image required extensive preparation in terms of requisites,
location and positions. Equally thorough followed the production and postproduction, as the process of re-staging an original is far more complex than
one might think.
Thinking “beyond the frame” of the image is the basic synopsis of my
project and I found it therefore fitting to take on the idea that developed into
my images onto the plan of my exhibition method,
The idea of “pictorial self- referencing” as described by Mitchell, is what
drove me to pursue the idea of having more than one layer to replace the
flatness of the ordinary picture, both contextually as well as physically.
Trying to keep my method of exhibition relatively uncomplicated I therefore
decided to work with different backgrounds that for each individual picture
provide some sort of reference to the original image/painting.
This is mainly done by an artist-specific style as well as the style of an art
area. The image itself, mounted to the ceiling and held by strings, floats
before the background to simulate the “inconsistency” of its existence as a
“miniature of reality” as well as the fluidity of cross media interpretations.
Additionally, the layout is intended to recreate the atmosphere of a gallery
space that would host these particular “classics”, giving the photographic
interpretations a sense of more cultural capital than one would think
appropriate if one was not aware of the original photographs.
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